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Abstract—A captivating set of hypotheses from the field of
neuroscience suggests that human and animal brain mechanisms
result from few powerful principles. If proved to be accurate,
these assumptions could open a deep understanding of the way
humans and animals manage to cope with the unpredictability
of events and imagination. Modern distributed systems also deal
with uncertain scenarios, where environments, infrastructures,
and applications are widely diverse. In the scope of Edge-Fog-
Cloud computing, leveraging these neuroscience-inspired princi-
ples and mechanisms could aid in building more flexible solutions
able to generalize over different environments. In this work,
we focus on the approaches that center on high-level, general
strategies, like the Free Energy Principle and Global Neuronal
Workspace theories. The goal of exploring these techniques is to
introduce principles that can potentially help us build distributed
systems able to jointly work on the whole computing continuum,
from the Edge to the Cloud, with self-adapting capabilities, i.e.,
dealing with uncertainty and the need for generalization, which
is currently an open issue.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of software systems that perform on
multiple computing tiers, including IoT, Edge, Fog, and Cloud,
promises new opportunities for applications that require fea-
tures provided by a specific tier. As we envision increasingly
complex applications, deriving features only from a specific
computing layer is insufficient, demanding enlarging the per-
spective on all the computing tiers [1]. This scenario entails
a new paradigm, i.e., the aggregation of all computing tiers,
also known as the computing continuum.
One of the first issues that arise when dealing with applications
requiring a computing continuum is how to manage them. The
concurrent execution of an application on the entire computing
continuum and its dependency on the underlying infrastructure
makes it virtually impossible to specify its management solely
on the application software. The methodologies developed for
the Cloud tier, such as elasticity, do not adequately fit on the
other tiers. Therefore, we aim at proposing a set of novel
methodologies to manage distributed systems of the computing
continuum.
To engage in this new endeavor, we need to highlight the
complexity of these systems inherent in their distributed fash-
ion. This scenario invalidates the idea of having single-tier,
centralized management, such as the cloud. On the contrary,
it pushes towards distributing it along the tiers, addressing
management from a holistic perspective [2]. This view is a

complete game-changer for distributed computing systems and
calls for exploring scientific methods and technologies that
currently deal with systems that share these key characteristics,
again distributed and complex, such as ecosystems.
If we look beyond computer science, several approaches in
neuroscience deal with the brain and human body behaviors,
modeling them as complex and distributed systems [3], [4],
[5], [6]. If we abstract some human biology concepts and
cognitive reasoning, we can form a functional and communica-
tive perspective, describing them as distributed systems [7].
Friston [3] proposes a cognitive neuroscience theory, modeling
the adaptive behavior of the brain under what he calls the Free
Energy Principle (FEP). It theorizes that human cognition tries
to minimize the difference between predicting the environment
and its actual observation. Friston describes this process as
minimizing the Free Energy - in other words, the amount
of surprise humans feel when the perceived signals of the
environment do not match their prediction.
This article aims at envisioning a blueprint for adaptive and
self-organizing distributed systems of the computing contin-
uum. To do so, we draw the requirements for a system inspired
by FEP-related concepts. Then, we present a possible set of
technologies for implementing such a system. Figure 1 shows
our research roadmap, depicting the main requirement for
using the FEP. Proposing generative models for interoception,
proprioception, and exteroception, that is, generative models
for the internal behavior of the system, for the acting capacity
of the system, and the system’s environmental behavior, re-
spectively. To achieve these three generative models, three key
scientific methods and technologies, apart from the knowledge
on distributed systems, are fundamental: causal inference, deep
learning, and semantic communication.
Causal inference [8], i.e., extracting a causal connection given

conditions linked to an event, plays a fundamental role in
generalizing the dynamics of the system. Integrating this vision
of the computing continuum with studies on causal inference
allows us to leverage structural models and graph theories for
extracting cause-effect relationships. This approach aids self-
adaptation mechanisms for the computing continuum, making
the overall system capable of adjusting to and generalizing in
unexpected scenarios.
Such distributed systems are inherently complex; thus, devel-
oping management processes requires coordination of com-
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Fig. 1. General overview on the roadmap towards self-organizing and adaptive
distributed systems of the computing continuum.

munication and actions. In this scenario, deep learning tech-
niques can help manage the system’s size, complexity, and
data load, providing models and abstractions. In this direc-
tion, neuroscience-inspired methodologies, e.g., shared global
workspace, can play an important role.
Finally, the distributed fashion of the system and the use
of independent components call for the use of semantic
communication, where the transmitted data within the parts
also encode vital information such as significance or freshness
of the message, but also, more specific information such as
membership or relationships.

II. BACKGROUND

The ever-growing complexity of distributed systems stems
from their field of influence, no more isolated and partitioned,
but currently spanning from a central, high-performance cloud
to the smallest, lightweight sensor device. This scenario consti-
tutes a complex ecosystem and brings many challenges: devel-
oping performative and interconnected functions, finding ways
to communicate, and adapting to new technologies and ever-
changing environments. Therefore, we can no more consider
IoT, Edge, Fog, and cloud in isolation. Given these premises,
traditional management methodologies become increasingly
obsolete, falling short in providing the necessary solutions.
In this context, the capability of adaptation of the system
becomes an essential requirement. Looking outside the engi-
neering perspective and focusing on cognitive science, we can
see how humans adjust to new, changing conditions, unlike
current machines and systems. Thus, this section temporarily
detours from the engineering field to highlight neuroscience
theories on how the brain works, inspiring us to find methods
and tools to describe and model this setting. In this process,
we do not aim to achieve a one-to-one mapping but rather a
translation work between still debated neuroscience theories
and the realm of the computing continuum. Section II-A first
describes high-level requirements for the computing contin-

uum. Consequently, Sections II-B II-C, II-D provide back-
ground knowledge for neuroscience-related concepts.

A. Computing continuum management requirements

The complexity and scale of these systems challenge cur-
rent methodologies for managing distributed Internet-based
systems, and methodologies such as the elasticity for Cloud
systems [9], [10], [11], and, most importantly, for online
Cloud-Fog-Edge computing [12] are no longer fully applica-
ble. Hence, every possible solution depends on the definition
of novel, general, and adaptive requirements for computing
continuum management (CCM).

1) Flexible representation: Due to its scale and variable
composition, CCM needs a flexible and adaptive represen-
tation of the system. Given the mutable state of the system
architecture, its representation shifts as a variable feature of
the system.

2) Link with underlying infrastructure: The characteristics
of computing continuum systems depend on their underlying
infrastructure and technologies tightly coupling with the ap-
plication. The variety of IoT devices, Edge, Fog, and Cloud
configurations compels any CCM methodology to consider the
infrastructure as a key component.

3) Causality relations: We can see the computing con-
tinuum as an ecosystem; thus, a global perspective cannot
consider modules and their action in isolation. Therefore,
CCM must keep track of causal relationships between its
components to understand the consequences of modifying a
part or trace back any possible system issue.

4) Temporal evolution: Real-time systems in a computing
continuum constantly evolve due to the external environmental
transformation and the intrinsic differentiation and extensibil-
ity characteristics. Their state and structure can change with
time; hence, taking this temporal evolution into account in
CCM provides long-term adaptation capabilities tools. We can
consider the system’s variables as evolutionary, thus extracting
environmental derivatives to understand the “direction” that a
system is taking and act proportionally.

5) Proactive adaptation: The complexity of the ecosystem
can lead to a cascade of failures as issues can propagate due to
components’ interconnections. In this regard, the CCM needs
to act and adapt as soon as possible to overcome the system’s
agitations before they propagate.

6) Learning framework: The ecosystem complexity and
scale make it impossible to draw a complete management
plan in the design phase. Therefore, setting management
methodologies inside a learning framework is required to
provide incrementally better solutions and adaptations.

7) Security and privacy embedded: It is an increasing
concern how these systems can expose security and privacy.
Therefore, any management methodology has to have embed-
ded means to tackle these types of issues.

B. Free Energy Principle

A significant point emerging from the requirements spec-
ification in Section II-A is the inherent complexity of the
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computing continuum ecosystem. In cognitive neuroscience,
research proposed by Karl Friston intends to tackle the com-
plexity of the brain, modeling it and its behavior according
to what he calls the “Free Energy Principle” (FEP) [3]. At
large, this principle states that, behaviorally, the brain tries
to improve its model of the world by minimizing the Free
Energy 1, i.e., the difference between the expected observation
and the obtained one. This approach is captivating due to its
mathematical foundation.
Mathematically, FEP’s brain model leverages the concept of a
Markov Blanket [13], a mathematical artifact in turn inspired
by the work on reasoning and causal inference from Judea
Pearl [14]. The Markov Blanket provides a framework for
structuring causality on the system and formally separates it
from its environment. We can see a Markov Blanket as a tool
to infer one node, where the neighboring nodes encode all the
knowledge needed to infer the target node. This method guar-
antees a wrapping tool for encoding knowledge since all the
information needed to infer a node comes from its neighbors.
As further contributions, this principle states that the system
behavior is valid at different scales and that it is possible to
construct hierarchical levels of Markov blankets [15]. In order
to learn a more precise system representation (or model), i.e.,
to minimize the Free Energy, this principle proposes a method-
ology for a learning framework called active inference [16]
(see Section II-C) that shares concepts with reinforcement
learning.
Takeaway: With the premise that FEP is still under discus-
sion [17], main ideas can be adopted to resolve the require-
ments for the computing continuum ecosystem. These features
are relevant to developing top-down management method-
ologies capable of producing dynamical models, generalizing
from the specific implementations.

C. Active inference and generative model

According to current cognitive neuroscience theories [18],
different modules (regions) in the brain formulate hypotheses
during reasoning. Each module then sends these predictions to
the other modules, producing messages carrying probabilistic
predictions of the external world. This approach is top-down
since it starts from high-level areas of our brain and reaches
the sensory areas. At this point, this top-down prediction
combines with bottom-up messages from the external world,
i.e., connect with the sensory signals. Here, the generative
model computes a prediction error, i.e., the difference between
what the interoceptive processes predicted and the observation.
At this point, the system uses this error to update the internal
model of the world. This generative model builds on top of
three main elements, (i) a prediction, (ii) a prediction error,
and (iii) the precision, i.e., the predictability of the signals. As
defined by Clark in [19], predictive processing is the approach
ascribed to our brain of predicting the sensory inputs with
a generative model of the environment that best minimizes

1Friston’s definition of Free Energy is different from the one commonly
used in thermodynamics.

the external world perception. Active inference introduced in
Section II-B is one of these theories.
In order to generate a model on such a complex ecosystem,
there is the need to have a set of receptive functions to
capture the ecosystem’s temporal evolution [19]. Cognitive
neuroscience theorizes that, in humans, we have three main
sensory mechanisms to capture and represent energy pertur-
bations. The first one is called exteroception and includes
the outside-body stimuli and the connected sensory inputs.
The other two channels are “inward-looking”. One relates to
proprioception, i.e., the sense of the relative position of the
body in the environment; it connects to deployed actions (or
forces). The last one, group is interoception or the sense of
body “from within”, i.e., all the signals internal to our body;
it has a link to humans’ perception [5]. Placing a predictive
processing mechanism on top of these channels means creating
a model that can better learn and engage with the ecosystem
to minimize its representation error, i.e., the energy, and keep
an equilibrium.
Takeaway: Considering the computing continuum as our
ecosystem, we can thus build on top of it a generative model.
The framework can interpret and proactively adapt to the
signals coming from within our system and the environment
deploying the proper strategies to maintain the overall equi-
librium.

D. Global workspace theories

The last step is to understand how our brain treats the infor-
mation that attends and chooses the actions to perform [18].
The answer seems to be in what cognitive neuroscience calls
the working memory, i.e., a restricted space where we can
keep in mind the relevant elements needed to solve a specific
problem. Baars [20] and then Dehaene with an extended ver-
sion [4] call this memory Global Neuronal Workspace (GNW),
formulating what is currently one of the most corroborated
sets of theories of consciousness [21]. We can put it in
other terms: the shared workspace works as a brain router
that can receive bottom-up and transmit top-down information
from and towards the many processors in the brain [22]. The
activation of the GNW happens in a non-linear way, called
“ignition” [23]. The ignition characteristic is the exclusive
activation of a subset of workspace neurons representing
the conscious content code. According to this theory, this
exclusively and capacity-limited architecture allows for the
adaptive extraction of relevant information.
In this direction, this prospect attracted the attention of the
deep learning community, seeing it as one of the potential
influences for decision-making and generalizing learning to-
wards AI [24]. VanRullen and Kanai [25] envisioned how deep
learning techniques could represent the Global Workspace
Theory, creating what they called a Global Latent Workspace.
Recently, Goyal et al. [26] proposed a shared global workspace
for the coordination of modules, testing it in multi-agent sys-
tems like Recurrent Independent Mechanisms, Transformers
and Reinforcement Learning. Again, all of the techniques
use the concept of attention [27] as a building block, i.e.,
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a method that through softmax functions can dynamically
highlight components of the input to adapt to an ever-changing
output.
Takeaway: Although there is an active debate on the connec-
tion of GNW and “consciousness” in philosophical and neuro-
scientific research [6], this theory draws captivating ideas. Its
modeling could aid the engineering task of facilitating multiple
specialized agents’ communication in a complex environment
and eventually drawing out causality dependencies, given the
theorized capability of extracting higher-level definitions out
of specialized processing modules.

III. VISION

Here, we aim at pragmatically presenting the methodolo-
gies introduced in Section II. We outline the setting for the
management of the computing continuum, formulating its
representation and the way to extract knowledge.

A. Delineate the computing continuum states

In order to manage computing continuum systems, the first
step is to develop a representation of its status. This high-level
representation has a threefold purpose. First, it has to provide
interpretability to let all the system’s stakeholders understand
it. Second, this representation must be unequivocal. Moreover,
third, it has to facilitate the link of the system with its under-
lying infrastructure. Given the listed requirements, the most
appropriate high-level representation should be a composition
of three main dimensions, “Resources”, i.e., its usage and
type, “Quality”, i.e., the quantifiable system’s performance and
“Cost”, i.e., the price of the system’s configuration. Works in
cloud elasticity used these dimensions to model the scenario
in a cartesian space; however, they have some limitations on
how these can represent the overall system and its temporal
evolution in the computing continuum [28].

B. Infer the system’s state

The limit of this high-level system representation is that
it is not directly observable, and its latent representation
can be the result of the hidden combination of lower-level
variables. Probabilistic theories allow us to reason about latent
variables given observable states. Graph representations tackle
this task by helping build and guide a generative model of this
ecosystem, i.e., the joint distribution of the observable and
latent variables. The role of graphs in probabilistic reasoning
is to (i) provide advantageous ways to express assumptions,
(ii) to simplify the representation of joint distributions, and
(iii) to facilitate inference starting from observations [29].
With the use of the Markov Blanket condition, it is possible
to find a sufficient representation of the system. This Markov
Blanket condition has the essential role of framing the infer-
ence problem in a tractable fashion by building structures that
simplify the exponential problem of probabilistic reasoning
under uncertainty. Under this condition, considering directed
or undirected graphs, all the computations involving nodes of
these graphs can occur in the local set of states represented by
their neighborhood. The definition above drives us to model

a graph of these three variables that leverages the Markov
Blanket to infer them through this artifact. Hence, by taking
advantage of observable system characteristics, it will be pos-
sible to infer the overall system state. Furthermore, in the case
of Bayesian causal graphs (or Bayesian causal networks) [29],
the Markov Blanket property works as a filter for the causality
chain, i.e., only the neighboring nodes included in the Markov
Blanket are necessary to explain the observed state without
the need to reach the chain roots. Organizing knowledge with
this layout allows a flexible representation of parent-child
relationships. However, this modular configuration assumes
that each relationship represents a stable and autonomous
mechanism, i.e., that changing one relationship does not affect
the others.

C. How to build the graph: the state’s parents and children

Following the Markov Blanket representation of the brain
proposed in [13], we decompose the neighborhood of a node
into two groups, the sensory states, and the action states. The
former represents the parents of the inferred node, and the
latter the children.
Thinking of the global state of the system, we ask ourselves
how to identify its parents. From the perspective of graph
theory, this task implies finding the variables that condition
the state. Determining these variables is not easy since they
are diverse, and the same variables can acquire different
meanings depending on the context. Thus, we state that the
application requirements must define these specific variables
and their correct relationship with the system state. In
other words, we mean that some applications will require
a set of variables different from others and that, in some
situations, even if they share some variables, their relations
to the central state can be different. Practically, this suggests
that depending on the system requirements, Service Level
Objectives (SLOs) [30], which can be defined as this set
of variables, can have different relations to the central and
higher-level system state representation. For example, a fleet
management system and an autonomous car system can
similarly have a variable that expresses latency; however,
the first case can have more relaxed constraints, whereas
the second crucially depends on that. Hence, given the large
spectrum of applications on the computing continuum, for
each of them, the set of sensor states and their relation with
the high-level system state will need to be determined based
on the system requirements.
Sensor states, which are required to be high-level abstractions,
will also need to link with the system’s underlying
infrastructure, allowing the system to change its granularity
and move towards lower-level abstractions whenever needed.
Simply put, response time can be an aggregate and high-level
representation of the system’s latency. Then, it will be
required to change its granularity to determine which specific
part of the system is affecting its current value up to its
underlying infrastructure.
The children of the high-level system state representation, also
called active states in [13], are those nodes that are influenced
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by the system state and can influence the environment. In this
regard, these higher-level variables can act on the environment
to adapt the system to it. Simply put, these can be seen as
the variables that determine the system’s configuration space;
hence, their change affects how the system and its underlying
infrastructure are related. It is important to remark that, even
if these nodes are children of the central highest-level system
state, they are required to infer it as they provide essential
information about it.

D. Overall representation

At this point, we represent the system as a direct acyclic
graph (DAG), with its central node being the system state.
This DAG encodes causality relations from the metrics con-
structed from the system’s underlying infrastructure up to the
system state. Then, it links the system state with its adaptive
capabilities given different configurations of the underlying
infrastructure.
From this high-level perspective, a management structure
for the computing continuum needs to understand how this
information propagates through the system. Given that these
are open systems and their environment is noisy, setting fixed
thresholds and rules is limiting. Thus, we need to introduce the
dynamic concept of equilibrium on the central state of the sys-
tem. We can define that the equilibrium of such systems links
a concise underlying infrastructure configuration, an operation
mode, with the fulfillment of the application requirements.
The process for achieving equilibrium requires defining the
temporal evolution of the system. This process requires going
beyond causality on the states, developing time derivatives
of these causes. These derivatives will guarantee a long-
term view of the system dynamics, differentiating short-term
deviations from trends that eventually make the system lose its
equilibrium. When the latter condition shows to be accurate,
the system must act on the environment to achieve a new
equilibrium state. This new state can be linked to a different
underlying infrastructure configuration and, eventually, to a
separate operation mode.
In addition, the knowledge of the system derivatives (or
dynamics) allows better to analyze the impact of an action
on the system. These systems are highly interconnected,
which hinders deciding the proper action to avoid possible
unexpected cascade effects. Hence, the system dynamics can
help assess and limit the possible consequences of acting.
Figure 2 shows an overview of the entire system repre-
sentation. At the left side of the figure, we can observe
the computing continuum resources, the system’s underlying
infrastructure, and how it relates with the set of metrics;
the environment influences those sensor states. Then, this
set of metrics relates to the central state. It is important
to remark here that the application requirements will sculpt
these relations. Next, the central system’s state influences the
set of actions that can adapt the system to its underlying
infrastructure. Finally, we can observe the system from two
different perspectives, the first sets it in a temporal evolution,

following the line on the bottom of the figure. The second is a
learning perspective which inputs to the system the final output
so that it can learn similarly as an agent in reinforcement
learning.

Fig. 2. Overall system representation

E. Estimate the model

The notion of equilibrium given above leads us to look
for ways to define the most appropriate generative model for
helping in policy decision-making. However, as described
before, the signals are high-dimensional and noisy in real-life
scenarios, and we do not always have the capability of
generating the model; we just have the observed sequence of
events. Thus, there is the need to find the best representation
to contain the inherent information. In this case, developing
a shared and restricted communication space, like the
one theorized in the GNW, can help achieve this goal.
According to the Free Energy Principle, the structure created
through Markov blankets determines every action’s salience.
According to Nikolova et al. [31] the predictive processing
theories like the GNW have a leading role in encoding and
adjusting precision by resolving which predictions reach the
conscious states. In practice, the ideas theorized by Hesp
et al. in [32] and then formalized in the work of Whyte
and Smith [33] develop the conceptualization of a predictive
Global Neuronal Workspace. They define the predictive GNW
as an active-inference-fueled process where the posterior
expectation, i.e., the estimate of the posterior probability of
generating the observed state, is performed through a softmax
mechanism. This procedure guarantees an estimation of the
precision, i.e., the capability of generating an interpretation
of the sensory inputs given the internal processes.
This theory is relevant in describing the intrinsic self-model,
i.e., the capability to self-inference the internal system
organization. This approach aids the capability to generalize,
starting from and modifying our perceptions. In the field of
the computing continuum, this formula represents a way to
create a higher-level representation of the systems’ internal
modules, i.e., the independent mechanisms in the graph,
which constitute the basis for the active inference. Plus, using
a restricted, softmax-based approach, the system is aware
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of the precision of the current perception, thus acting on it.
This memory-restricted representation of the observed space
is coherent with the idea of a sparse Markov blanket, where
only a few variables co-occur at the same time during active
inference [13], [17]. In practice, graph-based frameworks like
the one proposed by Huang et al. [34] go in this direction.
In this case, the authors use a Variational Autoencoder to
characterize a minimal set of state representations that serve
for policy learning.

F. Ways to communicate

Furthermore, as in the neuroscience context of the GNW,
“ignition” links to conscious cognition, which is verbaliz-
able; consequently, this restricted attention-based memory
can potentially help create a communication scheme for a
complex system built of distinct agents [35], [36]. Indeed, this
encoding approach aligns with the idea of discrete semantic
communication introduced by Shannon [37], which relates
the data transmission to the statistical probabilities connected
to the event that generated it. Researchers and practitioners
are working towards defining semantic-aware communication
for agents (or mechanisms) in complex systems like the
computing continuum [38]. In this context, Seo et al. [39]
propose a stochastic communication method where agents can
self-reason on creating the most appropriate semantic coding.
Similarly, Kountouris and Pappas [40] discuss semantic-aware
networking, presenting necessary characteristics like the capa-
bility of filtering, preprocessing, reception, and control. In this
direction, modern Machine learning techniques, like [41], can
be studied to address this problem. Overall, these works go in
the similar direction of using some sort of encoding mecha-
nisms to express and communicate a high-level representation
of events and actions, indicating the potential of the proposed
approaches.

IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PROJECTIONS

This paper presents a direction towards the management of
the computing continuum. In our vision, developing a hierar-
chical, graph-based representation of the system’s metrics, re-
quirements, actions, and states guarantees the generalizability
of the cloud continuum. This goal is achievable through the
definition of high-level representations and self-organization
over the temporal evolution of the system.
In this context, we incorporate neuroscience theories extracting
methodologies for achieving generalization and equilibrium
within the system. This set of neuroscience-based hypotheses
and postulates help to the extent that they guarantee the
interpretation of signals and a proactive generation of learning
models to interpret and act in the environment. We are mindful
of the fact that what we propose is not an attempt of mapping
human-like intelligence in the computing continuum scenario,
a goal that goes beyond our scope, and we are aware of the
risks of “impliciting” human-machines metaphors in the field
of computer science [42].
Given these premises, our vision opens up challenges and

future projections to achieve a more cohesive and self-adaptive
representation of the computing continuum. An essential step
is defining ways to express the prior knowledge [43], which
we can see in the form of prior beliefs [44], [15] or inductive
biases [36], needed to represent a causal model of the system
we are trying to shape. This stage sets the basis for the
definition of the applications’ graph; thus, it is fundamental
that the translation of requirements and actions are accurate.
Another critical task is the integration of the causal model of
the computing continuum with its inference mechanisms. The
techniques and approaches described in Section III-E go in
this direction, but there is the need to test them on a large-
scale scenario.
Finally, we require to have semantic representation of high-
level concepts to guarantee a shared communication language.
Furthermore, we want this communication to be compute-
continuum-wide, i.e., able to connect and combine signals
coming from the system’s different (geographical and logical)
regions, a stream of works and concepts, presented in Sec-
tion III-F address this topic. However, there is the necessity
to inspect the generalization and performance capabilities of
these methodologies.

V. CONCLUSION

To handle the uncertainty and complexity of distributed
systems, we want to move forward from single-tier man-
agement approaches and consider solutions that work on the
whole computing continuum, i.e., from the Edge to the Cloud
of Internet systems. In this context, the interconnection of
devices and systems and the conditioning deriving from their
actions are so rooted in a way that makes using rule-based
local management solutions insufficient. In this paper, we
attempted to clarify how, examining solutions that consider
generalizability and high-level representations as their target,
we can build systems able to better self-organize over time in
changing environments. Much effort is, of course, still needed
to connect the various methods and extract suitable ways to
incorporate this proposal in computing continuum frameworks,
but we set the basis for a new stream of research.
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